Consider a travel corridor with a multi-modal transport system (i.e., highway and railway) that connects a continuum of residential locations to a point of CBD. Both highway and railway are subject to congestion effects. All commuters travel along the corridor from home to work in the morning peak hour. The travel costs include travel time, schedule delay and monetary cost. The spatial dynamics of the traffic congestion on both transportation systems are determined by the trip-timing condition, that no traveler will experience a lower travel cost by departing at a different time or switching to a different mode. The flow dynamics on the highway will be considered by applying basic LWR model, while crowdedness (i.e., passenger density on the train) is used to describe the congestion on the railway. The simultaneous temporal and spatial dynamics of commute traffic pattern will be modeled by applying a second-order partial differential complementarity system approach. A time-distance road pricing scheme is applied to achieve the system optimal condition. The urban population is assumed to be located continuously along the corridor. However, the spatial population density distribution is regarded as variant. As is well known that the urban planning issue of population density distribution affects the transportation system significantly, this study aims to find the optimal urban population density distribution in a linear continuous travel corridor leading to optimal transportation system performance, with basic assumptions that it follows some given distribution pattern like negative exponential distribution. The problem is eventually formulated into a mathematical program with complementarity constraints and efficient solution algorithm is developed. Finally, numerical examples are conducted to test the model formulation validity and efficiency. 
Introduction
Urban traffic congestion in the morning commute is becoming more and more severe in many large cities. Due to limited land resources and prohibitively huge financial investments, we cannot afford to build up more new transportation infrastructures. The ideal way is to best manage the interactions between urban planning and transportation system. Urban form and urban density distribution are the key issues of urban planning and have significant effects on achieving sustainable transportation system. Many big cities, like Singapore, are expecting rapid population growth in a near future. It is then necessary for the urban planners to understand how to plan and allocate the new population growth in a closed city while making it possible to ensure transport systems with optimal performance. On the other hand, to alleviate peak hour commute traffic congestion, many management and control measures are applied. In cities like Singapore, electronic road pricing (ERP) is in use and it is going to be upgraded to the next generation ERP, enabling time-distance toll scheme based on GPS technology. It is imperative for urban and transportation planners to understand how urban density distribution should be planned to optimize the transportation system performance in a multimodal travel corridor, with the aid of time-distance road pricing scheme.
Many previous research works have examined the relationship between land use and transportation system. The Lowry model was the initial transportation -land use model using market simulation approach, which was developed in 1964 for the Pittsburgh region (Lowry, 1964) . After that, a vast body of studies have been done and comprehensive literature reviews are available (Wilson, 1971; Meyer and Miller, 1984; Wilson, 1998; Wong et al., 1998; Wegener, 2004) . For urban population density distribution, empirical studies have confirmed that population density declines as distance to the urban center increases (Mills, 1970) , and the negative exponential distribution function is the most common used function to depict the population distribution. Marc (1978) proposed a combinatorial programming model of joint optimization of land use and transportation with different exact and heuristic methods for comparison. Based on game theory, a bid-rent network equilibrium model is generated to formulate the relationship between transportation and residential location as an n-player non-cooperative game, and a path-based heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the bi-level programming (BLP) model (Chang and Mackett, 2006) . As an extended work of Briceño et al. (2008) , Bravo et al. (2010) put forward an integrated model to describe the combination of land use and transportation system, which could be formulated as a fixed-point problem. Yim et al. (2011) proposed a bi-level reliability-based land use and transportation combination model with origindestination (OD) demand following a certain distribution. This model was solved by a genetic algorithm (GA) with a simple numerical example as illustration.
On the other side, as a demand management strategy, road pricing has been proven to be efficient in alleviating traffic congestion. Early works on first best toll pricing (FBTP) mainly focused on the application of the economic principle of marginal social cost pricing (MSCP). Pigou (1920) and Knight (1924) proposed the road pricing idea with MSCP application first, and then it was further studied by Beckmann et al. (1956) ; Walters (1961) ; Beckmann (1965) ; Vickrey (1969) . Arnott et al. (1990a) studied various toll patterns for a simple network with parallel routes, and compared uniform and step tolls. The uniform toll only diverted auto drivers from one route to another without cutting their number, and step toll resulted in better efficiency by altering the departure times. Arnott et al. (1990b) presented a comprehensive economic analysis of a bottleneck model with road congestion in the morning peak hour to determine the coarse toll with optimal capacities. Johansson (1997) applied MSCP to maximize the social benefit with optimal road charges, and presented the optimal road charges as a function of speed not traffic flow. Yang and Huang (1998) explored the network equilibrium problem with queue and delay based on the economic principle of MSCP and presented some new properties of the marginal cost pricing. Yang et al. (2004) developed a BLP model to formulate the optimal entry-exit based toll design problem, which was transformed to an equivalent single level model and solved by an augmented Lagrangian algorithm. Compared to FBTP, second best toll pricing (SBTP) is more reasonable and applicable in reality, especially for time-varying and distance-based toll schemes. Chen and Bernstein (2004) proposed a bi-level SBTP design model with heterogeneous users, which could be transformed to a single level nonlinear programming (NLP) model based on several assumptions. Friesz et al. (2004) proposed a theory of dynamic congestion pricing as a continuous-time optimal problem, which showed an analysis of the necessary conditions for the optimal congestion pricing. Friesz et al. (2007) proposed a dynamic toll design problem with equilibrium constraints and showed a direct solution method for a small problem. Particularly, they gave detailed analysis of the user equilibrium (UE) with dynamic tolls and characteristics of efficient tolls. Zhang et al. (2008) applied a two-stage method to investigate the joint morning and evening commuting problem, and optimized the time-varying road toll to improve the transportation system. Ban and Liu (2009) formulated the dynamic SBTP as a BLP model in discrete-time scheme, and solved it iteratively by converting it to a single level model using nonlinear complementarity formulation. Based on a discrete time scheme, Doan et al. (2011) developed a linear complementarity problem (LCP) model to formulate the UE constraints with optimal pricing strategy and provided analytical discussion on the existence of the optimal toll. Meng et al. (2012) focused on the optimal distance-based toll, which was determined by a positive and non-decreasing function of travel distance. This toll design problem was formulated as mixed integer linear program (MILP) model and solved by a hybrid genetic algorithm-cost averaging method. To handle a congestion pricing problem combined with dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) flow, Chung et al. (2012) adopted a robust optimization method to handle this SBTP problem and compared it with the other two alternative methods to show its efficiency. Ban et al. (2013) discussed the possibility of non-uniqueness of the UE solution by a SBTP model with a risk-neutral scheme and found that the optimal toll solutions were quite different correspondent to the different design schemes under the situation of the non-unique UE solutions.
This study unifies the two issues into one single framework. Basically, we address the problem that what is the optimal urban development density distribution so as to achieve best transportation system performance in a multimodal travel corridor. Based on this problem, the time-distance toll scheme is considered and the model is supposed to capture the spatial and dynamic travel equilibrium fully. Consider a travel corridor with a multi-modal transport system (i.e., highway and railway) that connects a continuum of residential locations to a point of CBD. Both highway and railway systems are subject to flow congestion. All commuters travel along the corridor from home to work in the morning peak hour. The travel costs include travel time, schedule delay and monetary cost. The congestion flow dynamics on the highway is considered by applying basic LWR model. Crowding cost is incorporated for rail transit users. Basically, travel time depends on the flow congestion dynamics on the transport systems, which in turn, is determined by travelers' departure time and modal choices at any location along the corridor. Complementarity conditions along with partial differential equations are used to capture the spatial and dynamic equilibrium travel pattern. Therefore, for any given population density distribution along the corridor, the spatial equilibrium travel dynamics can be solved, and thus, an optimal time-distance based toll scheme minimizing the total system travel time could be obtained. Noting that different population density distribution profiles will lead to different system performance, we relax the fixed population density distribution assumption to figure out what density distribution is the best to optimize the transportation system performance in the travel corridor. For illustration purpose, negative exponential function based population distribution patterns are applied. A continuous mathematical programming with complementarity constraints is formulated to describe the problem, which is firstly discretized and then solved through a smooth relaxation based nonlinear programming reformulation method.
This study contributes to the literature in the following aspects: firstly, the spatial and dynamic equilibrium travel pattern on the multimodal transportation system is explicitly modelled and solved, which makes it possible to consider the time and distance based road toll scheme. In doing so, we apply partial differential complementarity system approach to describe the flow dynamics and the equilibrium travel pattern as well, wherein complementarity formulation describes the trip-timing conditions that assumes travelers minimize individual travel cost through modal and departure time choices, and partial differential equations capture the traffic flow dynamics and the travel time interactions. Secondly, we examine how the density profile will affect the multimodal transportation system performance. A mathematical programming problem is formulated to find the optimal urban development density distribution with associated time-distance toll scheme. In all, this study applies rigorous mathematical programming approach to investigate the important integrated urban development and transportation planning problem that what should be the optimal urban population distribution so as to achieve best transportation system performance. This study also successfully incorporates the time and distance based toll scheme in the model formulation to consider the optimal pricing strategy for the transportation system. The developed model formulation framework is supposed to be a fundamental building block to model and solve many related problems in urban and transportation planning.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the mathematical model formulation. In section 3, the continuous model is approximated through a discretization scheme, and a relaxation based iterative solution procedure is illustrated to solve the model. Section 4 provides a set of numerical examples. Finally, section 5 concludes with a discussion.
Model Formulation
In this study, we consider a linear travel corridor with both highway and railway transportation systems. Commuters are located along the corridor continuously and travel to the central business district (CBD) for work. They choose their travel modes and departure times to minimize their travel costs. The study horizon of the peak hours and the length of corridor are assumed to be T and L respectively.
Spatial and dynamic travel equilibrium in the multimodal corridor
With given population distribution profile and road toll scheme along the corridor, the achieved spatial and dynamic equilibrium travel pattern is determined through the equilibrium conditions, which can be written in a form of complementarity problem (CP) constraints as follows: 
Many other population distribution functions can also be applied here with no theoretical obstacles. CP conditions (2) and (3) entails the UE conditions, i.e., if there is a positive departure rate, the travel cost is minimized with the equilibrium cost * x for commuters departing from location x ; otherwise, the travel cost must be larger than or equal to the minimum cost * x . The total travel cost includes the travel time, scheduling delay and monetary cost for auto users, while crowding effect is also considered for rail transit users. In (2) and (3) to represent the penalties of early and late arrival respectively. , , denote the unit value of travel time, early arrival delay and late arrival delay respectively, and it is reasonable to assume that . The max functions in (2) and (3) can also be equivalently expressed in the following complementarity conditions. * , , , 
)
Similarly, we can verify the equivalent CP conditions for the max functions for railway users.
Traffic flow propagation on highway
Classical flow congestion is assumed on the highway of the travel corridor. The flow dynamics is described by applying LWR traffic flow theory (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Richards, 1956 ) and the Greenshields' model (Greenshields, 1935) .
Eq. (6) (8) can be substituted into Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) to simplify the model form.
The overall model
Next, we relax the assumption of given toll scheme and fixed population distribution, and consider a bi-level continuous model, wherein the upper level optimizes the urban density distribution and road toll, while the lower level model describes the spatial and dynamic equilibrium travel pattern in the multimodal travel corridor. Such a bilevel programming model can be equivalently formulated as a mathematical programming with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) or mathematical programming with complementarity constraints (MPCC) model. In this study, vector is used to represent the variables as: 
. .
where the objective is to minimize the total travel time cost along the corridor from the perspective of transport planners. The first constraint assumes that a certain total population across the corridor is maintained, while the population density distribution varies after the parameters L Q and . An optimal population density distribution profile will be derived to understand how urban density should be planned (through policies like floor area ratio regulation, spatially-variable housing subsidies (or taxes)) to ensure optimal system performance can be achieved. total Q represents the total population to be accommodated along the corridor, which is given exogenously. All the other constraints are exactly the same with (1)-(9) describing the dynamic and spatial equilibrium travel pattern. The model formulation shown above in (10) is based on the assumption of monocentric urban form with negative exponential population distribution function. In reality, the urban form and urban population distribution patterns could be different in urban development planning. This model can be easily adapted for more general urban form and distribution pattern. For example, a polycentric urban form is very common, with a number of population centers located in urban area, which can be schematically demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
Adaptation for other population distribution patterns
To adapt this model formulation to consider other population distribution patterns, we only need to change the first and sixth constraint in (10) accordingly with new distribution functions and parameters, while other part of model formulation remains unchanged. For example, to apply a polycentric urban form (Small and Song, 1994; Song, 1994) , assume that there are K centers along the corridor with the population density
l represents the distance from location i to center k N and i is the error term associated with location i , we can use the following conditions to replace the corresponding first and sixth constraints in (10) respectively.
Solution Approach
To solve the continuous-spatial-temporal MPCC model shown above, a discretization scheme is applied. The corridor is divided into several equal sections, 1, 2,..., i N with each section length as / L N , and equal time intervals 0,1,..., t M with each time interval length as / T M , thus the variable vector z in discrete form is given as:
, , 1, 2,..., , 0,1,...,
. Then the above continuous MPCC model can be approximated through a discretization scheme as follows:
. . 
Note that all of the variables are nonnegative in this study, therefore we have 0 z . Suppose no traffic existing on the corridor at initial time 0 t and railway operates at a constant average speed. The constraints in formulation [MPCC] (12) can be divided into two groups: standard nonlinear equations conditions in (A) and complementarity conditions in (B). Due to the complementarity conditions in (B), the MPCC problem is difficult to be solved directly based on its immediate form. We will convert it to an equivalent nonlinear programming problem (NLP) model via some reformulation techniques, referring to .
Equivalent NLP model for MPCC
The most straightforward way to convert the MPCC problem to standard NLP model is to use a series of equivalent inequality and equality functions to represent the complementarity conditions. Therefore, the [MPCC] (12) above can be readily transformed to a NLP model precisely as follows:
. (13) is non-convex with poor mathematical properties and the Mangasarian Fromovitz Constraint Qualification (MFCQ) cannot hold (Luo et al., 1996) . It is still rather difficult to solve this NLP formulation directly. One commonly used method to handle this problem is to introduce an auxiliary parameter 0 , which constructs a relaxed complementarity slackness conditions of the exact equation constraints in [NLP] (13). In this case, MFCQ can be guaranteed and it can be solved by existing NLP solution algorithms. Specifically, the equality constraints in (B) of [NLP] (13) 
by introducing an auxiliary parameter 0 . Therefore, the nonsmooth problem is transferred to a smooth problem with the auxiliary parameter , except when 0 . The different feasible sets of the standard complementarity constraints and the approximate S-FB function , , S FB x y are shown schematically in Fig. 2 .
Proposition 1 (Facchinei et al., 1999) 
One can find that when the two parameters and approach zero, the above inequality constraint in reformulated [R-NLP] (19) can be used to approximate the complementarity conditions in (12). There are two big advantages for this reformulation model. Firstly, multiple constraints in (B) of [NLP ] (14) are reduced to a single nonlinear inequality constraint as (B) in [R-NLP] (19); secondly, the left-hand side nonlinear term in (19) is a smooth function, which makes it suitable for many existing efficient NLP solution methods, such as sequential quadratic programming, penalty interior point algorithm.
Iterative algorithm
Based on the proposed [R-NLP] (19), an iterative solution algorithm is designed to solve the original problem. Basically, the R-NLP model will be solved repeatedly with the values of parameters parameters and reduced gradually toward zero. The iterative algorithm is illustrated as follows.
Step 1 otherwise, update the parameters
Step 2.
Step 4 Solution report Current solution is the optimal solution.
Numerical Results
In this section, we conduct case studies in the context of a travel corridor in Singapore, shown in Fig. 3 , with central expressway (CTE) with length of 15.8km and a major rail transit line as well, which connects the city centre of Singapore with its northern part of residential area.
In the following numerical example, the corridor with length of 15.8km is divided into 30 sections (cell 1 to cell 30 is named following the direction from boundary (northern part) of the corridor to CBD (southern part)). The total population along the corridor is given as 25000 persons, and trip generation rate for morning peak hour is assumed to be 0.1 at all locations along the corridor. For simplicity, we assume each vehicle only carries one passenger. The maximum auto speed is set to be 60 km/h, the maximum capacity density is 145 veh/min, the average railway speed is 36km/h, and the parameters of crowding cost are set as 0 0 c , 0.002 . Solving the model developed in this study, we obtain the optimal population density distribution with the two parameters that 30 1511.1 Q and 0.047 . All the endogenously derived solutions, including the optimal toll scheme and equilibrium spatial and dynamic travel pattern in the travel corridor will also be demonstrated.
Firstly, we show the departure rates of auto and railway users at equilibrium in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. From the tables, one can find the information about travellers' modal choice and departure time choice. It is straightforward to observe that auto mode is preferred by travellers living far from the city centre while rail is favoured close to the city centre. For the auto users living further toward city boundary, they need to depart earlier but have more flexible departure time choices, i.e., there is a larger departure time window interval. The total travel costs incurred for auto users departing at different time and different locations along the corridor are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be found that for users living close to city boundary, minimum travel cost occurs in a longer time interval, which means auto users departing from this location have more flexible departure time choices, for example, auto users departing from location 5 could depart between 7:05am and 7:28am coming with the same travel cost. However, the auto users living closer to CBD have a rather narrow departure time window, for example, at location 30, auto users can only depart between 7:39am and 7:45am to ensure minimum travel cost. The optimum toll scheme changing after time and distance along the corridor are shown in Table 3 . One can find that the road toll scheme is determined by the congestion flow dynamics evolving on the highway. At locations far from the city centre, the toll is raised at early time intervals to affect travellers' modal and departure time choices. With evolving congestion dynamics, tolls are imposed at locations toward the city centre. It also can be found that at some locations, different toll rates are derived within the time horizon to avoid congestion incurred by travellers' departure time choices. To demonstrate the effects of toll scheme and urban density distribution on the multimodal transportation system performance, the previous equilibrium results based on both optimal toll scheme and urban density distribution is compared with the other two cases, wherein toll is charged with fixed rate at fixed location (toll collected by physical gantries) across the time horizon, and a certain uniform urban density distribution is assumed. The comparison results are shown in Table 4 . For illustration purpose, the case with both toll and negative exponential density distribution is labelled as case (I), and the cases with uniform density and fixed toll are labelled as case (II) and (III) respectively. Here the fixed toll is assumed to be paid at the fixed location 20. In this study, we seek to minimize the total travel time along the corridor for all the travellers. The total time values are demonstrated in the second row from the bottom of Table 4 . One can observe that case (I) results in lowest total travel time while uniform density case brings in highest total travel time. The gap between case (I) and (II) is more prominent than that between case (I) and (III), which implies that urban density distribution, as a urban planning factor, affect the total travel time of the transportation system more significantly.
Next, we make a simple sensitivity analysis with respect to the population density distribution to further illustrate how it affects the transportation system performance in the corridor. Assuming the total population and trip generation rate along the corridor are fixed at 25000 persons and 0.1 respectively as stated previously, and the population density still follows the negative exponential distribution with highest density at the last section 30 Q at CBD. Therefore, the total travel demand along the corridor is 2500 veh.
Different 30
Q densities are considered for numerical experiments to check how urban density affects the transportation system performance. The numerical results show that, when the city centre density increases, i.e., more population resides near CBD, more travellers choose rail transit and the total travel time reduces for the entire system. However, high city centre density raises the rail transit congestion effects and brings more auto users. The traffic congestion propagates on the highway and imposes the auto users along the corridor longer travel time despite departure time choices. The obtained optimal urban population density would provide urban planners a guideline for integrating the planning of urban development with best urban transport system performance, which in practice can be realized by implementing urban policies, like floor area ratio regulation and spatially-variable excise subsidies (or taxes) on housing. Fig. 6 shows the total travel times along the corridor with different density distributions, and it is obvious to observe that the optimal density occurs when 30 1511.1 Q .
Conclusion
This study investigates the problem on how the urban density distribution may affect the transportation system performance in a multimodal travel corridor and what is the best density distribution profile if optimal transportation system performance is desired. We also consider the time-distance based road toll scheme. A mathematical programming approach is applied, wherein the flow congestion dynamics and trip timing equilibrium conditions are fully captured. The model formulation framework developed in this study is assumed to be able to contribute on modeling and solving more related research problems on integrated urban development and transportation planning. Despite this, there are several limitations in this study. For example, only exponential urban density distribution pattern is analyzed, while more other realistic distribution patterns would be considered in the future study. Moreover, an LWR model along with specific Greeshields' model is used to describe the flow dynamics. More realistic and sophisticated traffic flow theory could be demonstrated in the future research work.
